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26/11: For kin, trial holds little meaning
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Mumbai Attacks | Fahim Ansari | Ajmal Kasab

MUMBAI: Coming more than a year after Kasab
struck Mumbai, the verdict was an emotional
tipping point for hundreds of survivors and those
who lost their loved ones in the terror strikes.
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While some expressed anger at the acquittal of coaccused Fahim Ansari and Sabahuddin Shaikh,
others demanded that Kasab be summarily
hanged. But many of the survivors that TOI spoke
to had emotionally detached themselves from the
courts proceedings: the wounds have yet to heal.
Vinod Garg, executive director of Ispat Industries,
who lost his wife Uma at the Oberoi's Kandahar restaurant when they
were hosting Spanish delegates, said he was happy the terror trial had
been speedier than others. "But the masterminds will still be free. Even
as the trials are coming to an end, can anyone bring to life my beloved
wife who was a brutal victim to this mayhem unleashed by the
terrorists?" he asked.
Rupinder Randhawa, a teacher at B D Somani School in Cuffe Parade,
south Mumbai, fell to the terrorists' bullets while dining with her
husband at the Taj's Shamiana. Donald Gardner, principal of B D
Somani said, "I'm not sure whether the completion of the trial can bring
anyone's life back. The real issue is of terrorists coming here and
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creating havoc. It has to be dealt with so that such things don't happen
again. Next week, we are going to plant a sapling in our school and also
install a plaque in the memory of Rupinder Randhawa and all the
victims who died in the Mumbai terror attacks."
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But for Karamveer Singh Kang, Taj Mahal Palace & Tower Hotel's
general manager, who lost his wife and two young sons in the fire
caused by the grenade blast, the trial holds little meaning. "I am not
watching it (the news) and I don't even want to comment on it," said
Kang.
The state's youngest witness—an 11-year-old girl who was shot at CST—
expressed her happiness over the court's decision. She told TOI "I am
happy that Kasab has been found guilty. I will be 'doubly' happy when
the court will hang him for his crime. Such criminals deserve the death
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penalty only."
For many, like the 11-year-old, sentencing is what matters the most. Arjun Asrani lost his 26-yearold daughter in the attack at CST. He wants to see Kasab hanged. "The trial has been slow. I can't
figure out why the government is spending so much on him when the whole world had seen his
heinous crime," said the father. On that fateful evening, his daughter Meetu had gone to CST to
meet a few friends. "She had said that she would come home late. But it did not cross our mind
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meet a few friends. "She had said that she would come home late. But it did not cross our mind
that she would never return," said Asrani, with a lump in his throat.
Farhang Jehani, owner of Leopold Cafe, said he expects the court to sentence Kasab with capital
punishment. "It doesn't make sense to continue to spend so much of the tax-payer's money on
providing safe accommodation for him." The verdict of the public is unanimous: Kasabs guilt is a
given. It is his fate that the citizens of Mumbai are interested in.
(Inputs from Reeba Zachariah, Mansi Choksi, Namita Devidayal, Mahafreed Irani, Manju V, V
V Singh, Bella Jaisinghani, Sumitra Deb Roy)
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